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YEAR TO YEAR

Our school of dentistry is dynamic in nature. From
the early days under the direction of Dr. W. Prince, the
first dean, to the present time with Dr. C. Smith as our
leader, the image of the dental school has grown greatly,
with Lorna Linda University becoming one of the
staunch strongholds in dental education in the United
States. Each spring our school launches into service,
to aid the population in their dental problems, graduates, who upon locating in numerous areas, supply to
the eyes of their communities a picture of their past
training at Lorna Linda. From Korea to New Jersey,
from Alberta to Thailand, our alumni depict to these
eyes a picture of one who desires to be helpful in aiding
in the dental needs of the patient.
How is this picture painted? By being exposed here
at our school to the many facets of the curriculum, the
student experiences and develops habits that supplies
him with the abilities to later cope more easily with
problems. Each encounter with an instructor in the
classroom, each line read in a journal or book, each
procedure completed in the laboratory provides a building . block that becomes part of complete learning expenence.
From year to year the curriculum provides expanding
stimulus and new areas of endeavor. In the past year
many opportunities were provided to the student. At
the 1963 Alumni-Student Convention, exposure was

granted to the many commercial exhibits, table clinics
and guest speakers. Leading the list of speakers was
Dr. G . Timmons and Dr. J. Abel, both being past presidents of the American Dental Association, with Dr.
Timmons being the current president at the time of his
visit.
From the table clinics, Don Jeffries, Class of 1964,
demonstrated his ability to do research and he was
awarded the first award at the convention. This led to
the A. D. A. Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey,
where Don emerged as a winner in his division and
thus supplying Lorna Linda with victory for two succeeding years; a first ever done by any one dental school.
Also exhibited at the 1963 convention was the air
rotor unit developed by the personnel of the school,
with much credit going to William Newton, Class of
1965. This foot-control compact instrument has been
issued to the current sophomores and they are able to
use the equipment in laboratory procedures and in the
clinic with their patients. To any older student, this is
really a boom to the industry of getting requirements
done.
During the past summer, provisions were available
for many to do research in different fields . Whether
associated with Dr. Steinman in caries control or Dr.
Lund in casting investments, stimulus was provided
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WACKERWAREDENT
MOVES ·IN
Lorna Linda-Stecht Press-It was voted today by the
lawyers of Bonnet, McEwen, and Wacker (mainly they
themselves) to release Thomasdent into the greedy hands
of W ackerwaredent. It was further voted that all rights
and privileges should be granted to anyone and no one
as the situations during the academic year 1963-1964
presented themselves, that
Herewith: Thomas dent be called W ackerwaredent,
Herewith : to saturate the undiscerning eye with as
much nonsense as possible,
Herewith: to utterly destroy confidence on Wackerwaredent tools,
Herewith: to sell them anyway to make men's lives
happier, more meaningful, to relieve
pressure and soothe the nerves of the
typical hysterical dental student and
mainly to make money.
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YEAR TO YEAR

(Cont.)
where individual thinking and initial investigation was
possible.
Joining the faculty at the beginning of the new school
year in September was Dr. Shiess, an Oral Pathologist
who currently is responsible for this important phase of
our education. He is the first Oral Pathologist on the
staff.
Also accomplished during the summer months was
the enlargement of the assisting department to ten
units. This gave another area of providing new experiences to the student. This department was featured
in our last Contrangle.
With the initiation of the benefit of the Dean's Honor Roll in the latter part of 1963, we now begin a new
year. Plans are laid that will lead to something new for
our school. In September of this year, a post-graduate
degree will be offered in Prosthetic Dentistry and in
Oral Surgery. The course in Prosthetics will be open to
two members and will be two years in length, whereas
the Oral Surgery plan is for three years and is open to
two graduate students.
The Periodontic post-graduate course will be reactivated and two students will be accepted next September. Also, the post-graduate course in Orthodontics
will continue, the current new class being seven in
number.
New full-time faculty that will be with us next year
will include Dr. E. Collins, currently finishing his studies in Oral Pathology; Dr. W. Byrd, who is concluding
studies in Oral Surgery at the University of Southern
California, and Dr. W . Seibly, who will become associated with the Periodontic Department.
For the seniors, there are plans to provide a schedule
so that three full days each week will be devoted to the
clinic alone. This will allow for maximum use of time
and thus enable wise planning on the part of the student in patient scheduling.
Growing at a rapid pace is the Welfare Clinic, held
once each month under the direction of George Foust,
Class of 1964. George states that the services provided
in the past couple of months have more than doubled
for a given time in the past year. Much credit is given
to the alumni who travel many miles in some cases to
give help to those who are treated . This clinic leads
to good community relations and allows for different
techniques to the student, such as restoring cusps with
amalgam.
·
Student table clinics at local dental meetings will be
featured in this new year. Selected students will be on
the programs in San Gabriel, California and Tucson,
Arizona in January; in San Francisco in May, and also
at the Southern California State Dental Convention this
spring.
The main attraction that everyone connected with the
school can participate in is the 1964 Alumni-Student
Convention to be held here February 19-23. The large
tent this year will be located in the parking yard next
to the library building and will be heated via steam.
Burden Hall will be used for lecture meetings, it is just
a few feet from the parking lot.

Lecturing throughout the convention will be Col. R.
Shira, D.D.S., Chief Dental Officer at Walter Reed
General Hospital, Washington, D.C. and internationally
known as an outstanding oral surgeon.
Dr. R. Haney, clinical instructor in psychology at the
University of Southern California and visiting L.L.U.
professor will speak on the area of patient communication.
Climax of the convention will be presentation of
awards for student table clinics at a dinner. The top
rated clinic will be presented at the 1964 A.D.A. Convention in San Francisco. Judges for the clinics will be
outstanding men in the dental profession. They include:
Dr. C. Honig, president of Southern California State
Dental Society; Dr. R. Trueblood, Secretary of 13th
A.D.A. district; Dr. W . Fleming, Dean of University
of California Dental School; Dr. Tocchini, Dean of
P. & S. School of Dentistry; Dr. R. Reeves, Chairman of
Research of Southern California State Dental Association; Dr. D. Campbell, President of Arizon State Dental
Association; and Dr. T . Johnson, President of Tricounty Dental Society. General chairman of the convention is Dr. W. Seibly of Wasco and a 1959 dental
alumnus . Richard Halburg, a member of the dental
senior class, is student chairman. Class reunions will be
conducted throughout the convention.
A further look into the new year will witness plans
to new and wider scope of experiences. We can all
benefit from proper exposure to the facilities that provide the experiences.

Be sure to come

ALMUNI-STUDENT CONVENTION
February 19 - 23, 1964

" What's so hard about these test cases?"
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EXCELS"
from THE NEW YORK TIMES HERALD

Tantalizer, described as the optical puzzler, is different from roque in one major respect - i t doesn't make
you loathe other people; it makes you hate yourself ! But
it swings back toward similarity when, after you've come
to hate yourself as you never believed possible, you suddenly transfer this hosility to almost anybody who is
near - especially if this person happens to snicker or
smirk at your pitiful efforts.
The people who make Tantalizer frankly admit in
their literature that "Tantalizer enjoys a queer reputation - people seem to buy it to make themselves unhappy. . . . Tatalizer is a terrific new obstacle course for
people who like to grab challenge by the forelock .
just ten minutes with it and you'll know what it means
to be completely demoralized."
The manufacturers advise you to have on hand before
you start, one hammer, a bucket of ice water and a bottle of tranquilizer pills. The hammer is for tapping
those "superior" people who laugh at you, the ice water
for sloshing on your head at the height of frustration,
and the pills are for that moment when you're about to
fly into fragments.
Now, Tantalizer consists of a flat piece of metal
which you place on a table, a mirror which stands upright at the far end of the metal plate, and a movable
black metal shield at the near end of the plate. You
adjust the shield so that you can see OVER it into the
mirror, but you cannot see what lies on the plate behind
the shield without looking into the mirror. Then holding slender instruments similar to dentists' tools, you
reach behind the shield and move, lift and place tiny
objects such as balls, cones, marbles and bits of cardboard according to directions .
This sounds easy - provided you don't suffer from
tremors - but it isn't because, of course, you're doing
everything BACKWARDS. You can see plainly, in the
mirror, that you must lift the little ball with the hook
on top, place it on the tiny steel bar at the left, but
somehow your trembling hand insists on moving to the
right and, like a magnetized idiot, you can't stop until
you've crashed into and knocked over the steel bar, its
supports and everything else you've painstakingly assembled.
This would be a bad time for a spectator to laugh!
On the other hand, some spectators have been known
to suffer internal injuries fighting down an irresisistible
urge to explode.

The little gadgets you must move about are fiendishly
contrived. There is, for instance, a little wooden cone
which has a slot in it and the only way you can lift it is
by gently inserting the flattened end of one of your steel
instruments. If you waver even slightly while transporting this monstrous thing, it will slide off the instrument
and no doubt shatter everything else you've done.
A dear friend of mine, playing the game one night,
had been relatively successful in lifting and hanging the
balls on the steel rod and piling the cones one upon the
other. But the strain was beginning to show. Perspiration glinted, his brow was corrugated and his eyes
strained painfully as he stared over the shield.
He was engaged in the delicate task of maneuvering
four marbles with two slender rods in such a way that
the red marble goes into the green cup, and so on. He
had got three marbles properly located and was edging
the last one to its place when somebody giggled.
My friend's hand jerked, the marble hit the red
marble and knocked it out, the red marble hit the blue
marble, the blue marble . . . oh, it was ghastly! The
poor fellow rose from his chair, swept Tantalizer right
off the table and ran from the house. I haven't seen
him since.
The other night, however, some friends brought in a
middle-aged man I'd never met and, much to my astonishment, he sat pertly and seemed at ease. I asked if
he'd spent hours practicing.
"No, I've never seen the game before," he said. "But
then, you know, I'm a dentist."

Be sure to come

ALMUNI-STUDENT CONVENTION
February 19- 23, 1964

"If Dr. Baum can do it, so can 1."
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I stop£ed for a few minutes recently and ponde~ed
this subject of Christmas. Long before ThanksglVlng
has been cleared from the table, we have had our attention distracted toward gift-buying, card-sending, holidaybaking, ad infinitum. And frankly, it is a delightful
diversion from the rest of the calendar year. But suddenly
in the midst of all this gaiety, endless football games, and
frantic planning, it all grinds to a halt and we begin
bracing for the aftermath of the inevitable taxes, fallen
leaves and exams. Speaking of exams, let's talk more
about Christmas. JDA wives left their diets at home one
evening, the first part of December, and tasted all. sorts
of delicious holiday goodies prepared by Mrs. Wdham
Slate, wife of Doctor Slate who is head of O.B./ Gyn,
Lorna Linda University, Los Angeles Division. Members who did not attend not only missed some good entertaining ideas, but the opportunity to see the beautiful
home of Dr. and Mrs. Kern Pihl.
You should have seen the kiddies kissing Dean Smith
at the Christmas party. Sounds like the party got out of
hand, but actually they thought he was Santa; and such a
jolly old Santa hadn't been seen in these parts for a long
time. Seems he was a little late as he had to walk Poor Rudolph had gotten stuck in a cloud, but in spite
of difficulties, he brought gifts the children had always
wanted (dad and mom saw to that).
Two Walt Disney cartoons, Sharon Holm, and a men's
quartet (Eldon Dickinson, Bob Huether, Dwayne Nash,
Jim Smith) provided the entertainment - at least the
announced entertainment. The unscheduled entertainment was worth mention, too: Little Darla Wheeler who
stood for a good half hour, hand out-stretched to Santa,
waiting for him to finally find her present (guess that's
the faith that comes from knowing you've been good all
year), or Santa getting his hair set on rollers because it
simply would not stay out of his face.

If you haven't had a decent meal since Christmas dinner, you should start working up your appetite again for
JDA's final meeting of the semester. A smorgasbord/ potluck has been planned for January 12 and hubbies are invited. Entertainment and the annual installation of officers will round out the evening.

Does anyone know George? - honest, naive, organized George? Our recently departed alumnus, Carl Osborne, knew that George was one grand guy but he had
one weakness. He was greedy. "Say, George, Would
you like to pick up a fast credit for a l.ower po~terior
bridge?" Carl asked. George nodded h1s head m approval with so much vigor that it dislodged a porcel~n
facing off a ceramco crown. (Remember how he tned
to blame it on Warner.)
Creeping stealthily down the cubicle corridors and
glancing over their shoulders, the pair approached Carl's
patient and looked at the bridge in situ. "What's the
deal?'' asked George, knowing full well that Carl was
not exactly the altruistic type. "Oral Diagnosis says I
must re-assign all my patients before they will sign my
clearance for graduation and I don't need the credit,"
was the reply. "If you take this patient, finish the
bridge you can ring up three big fat gold castings. All
that's wrong with the bridge which is temporarily cemented is ( 1) it needs to be cemented permanently ( 2)
a small defective margin needs to be patched with gold
foil."
Smiling with glee George replied, "It's a deal! " So
by and by (about four months later) George called in
the "patient" to finish the job. To his utter dismay, the
bridge was not in the patient's mouth. Upon more careful examination brother George discovered that the
abutment teeth were only partially prepared and the
temporaries were chewed through. George, who has an
eye for details, clutched the button from the bridge that
Carl h ad given him, and laboriously began to sift the
evidence. _ It turned out that ( 1) the patient George
saw was completed by Carl, ( 2) Carl did need the
credits - as any fool could plainly see, ( 3) The patient's folder which George accepted was not the folder
for the same patient that was in the chair when Carl
sprang the deal, ( 4) As far as Carl was concerned the
switch was a complete success, especially in view of the
fact that the completed bridge was in the mouth of a
fem ale patient- the one for which George was left
holding the bag was a male patient.
The only unanswered question in the case was,
"Where did the gold button come from? To avoid any
future mix-up, however, Dr. Baum "consented" to relieve George of this ugly bit of evidence.
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In keeping, this year with our emphasis in this column
on the clinical scientist, our first subject is, Dr. Lloyd
Baum.
.
One has little trouble defending the use of the term
scientist to describe this man. Dr. Baum studied Dentistry at the University of Oregon, graduating in 1946.
After duty in the U.S. Navy he began private practice
in Oakridge, Oregon. Oakridge is just about that, a
ridge with many Oaks and few people. Dr. Baum admits that he was rather typical as a new clinician, but
everyone makes mistakes and Oakridge, Oregon is
one of the best places in the world to make mistakes
if you have to.
In preparation for his teaching here at L.L.U. Dr.
Baum atttended the University of Michigan, receiving
an M .S. degree in operative dentistry. While at the
University of Michigan, Dr. Baum played varsity football, (that last statement was a lie but it sure adds to
his image doesn't it ?) One year before the Dental
school opened here in 1953, Dr. Baum taught at S.C.
as a warm up.
Dr. Baum is an excellent example of the scientist
and the clinician and it is our opportunity as the student
to learn from him not only technic, but imagination and
perception.
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Health, The Total
Patient
by Howard Marin, D.D.S.

Health is one of the major interests of all associated
with Dentistry, Loma Linda University, and the Seventhday Adventist Church. Since all are represented in the
Contrangle it is only fitting that we concern ourselves with
this problem.
As many of you know a group of people from the Seventh-day Adventist faith have been touring the country
giving a course in how to stop smoking. This program
has been very widely accepted and has now spread to
other groups throughout the land. Our Pharmacology
department is among these groups and have already held
one clinic and are making plans for another. Dr. Howard Marin of our Dental School Faculty has been very
interested in this program and through his efforts some
of the students at the school have been able to send their
patients to this clinic.
Your Editor has asked Dr. Marin to write ·a series of
articles first covering the background of tobacco and its
effects on the body and then to launch into an explanation
of this clinical program which has proven very effective
in curing people of this disease. This is the first article
of the series.

The tobacco plant was native only to America, and its
original users were the Indians some of whom snuffed it
through a y-shaped pipe called a "toboca" from which
the word tobacco may have come. The first Europeans
that we know of to see tobacco used, were Christopher
Columbus and his crew, and they quickly recovering
from the shock of seeing the Indians drinking smoke took
to the habit themselves and carried it back with them to
Europe. Along with the habit they took the seed and
made plantings along the trade routes of commerce.
In the very early part of the 16th century tobacco
smoking mostly in pipes became very popular. Later on
snuffing and chewing of tobacco were added. The cigarette made its first European appearance in Spain where
it was considered a poor man's smoke. Also the English
soldiers taking part in the Crimean War saw the Turks
smoking cigarettes and took the habit home with them.
From there it spread to the continent and then to America. The cigarette was smoked here in America before the
Civil W ar, but partly due to high prices it did not become popular until the turn of the 20th century. In the
past 70 years the cigarette has largely replaced other
forms of smoking, and during the same time tobacco
consumption has rapidly increased.
Smoking has always had its advocates and opponents,
but only recently has scientific study produced valid
evidence of its ill effects upon health and it was probably
inevitable that a product with no use, food value or tradition and whose only purpose was pleasure should run
afoul of the authorities in the early days of its usage as
well as today.

In one country early tobacco users were threatened
with having their noses slit for the first offense and with
death for persistant violations. In another country a
manefesto was issued condemning it as, "a custom loathsome to the eye, hateful to the lungs and in the black
stinking fumes thereof nearest resembling the horrible
Stygian smoke of the pit that is bottomless."
By the 17th century medical personnel also were objecting to its indiscriminate use for they considered it an
important part of their pharmacopeia. One doctor speaking for his profession made his position crystal clear by
publicly stating, "I will summarily rehearse the hurts that
tobacco infers if it be used contrary to the order and way
I have set down. It drieth the brain, dimmeth the sight,
dulleth and dejecteth the appetite and stomach, disturbeth the humors and the spirits, corrupteth the breath,
induceth a trembling of the limbs, irriteth the windpipe,
lungs, and liver, and scorcheth the heart."
Modern medical interest in the effects of tobacco use
seems to have come from the findings of a young University pathologist in 1921 when he reported on the
tremendous increase in the incidence of lung cancer. In
the previous 20 years only four cases of lung cancer were
on record in the hospital. Yet in one year three cases appeared. The young pathologist referred to this as an
"epidemic."
-

To be continued d.s.a.

Be sure to come
ALMUNI-STUDENT CONVENTION
February 19 - 23, 1964

"Young men, have you heard of Dial?"
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University
Bookends
DEAR DocTOR:

The class of 1964, School of Dentistry, would like
to introduce to you the new Lorna Linda University
bookends. These bookends are sohd brass with green
felt backing. Each bookend is coated with lacquer to
prevent oxidation and weigh about six pounds apiece,
standing 7" high, with a 5" base. The University
shield, name and motto are handsomely displayed in
raised form.

These bookends may be ordered through the dental supply office at the dental school m
Lorna Linda. The cost is $35.00 a pair, F.O.B., Lorna Linda.
This is a class project and all profits are being donated to the University. We feel that you
would be proud to display these bookends in your office or home.
Thank you,
CLASS OF 1964
School of Dentistry
Lorna Linda University
Lorna Linda, California
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